Particle filters are used in state estimation applications because of their capability to solve nonlinear and non-Gaussian problems effectively. However, they have high computational requirements, especially in the case of multitarget tracking, where data association is the bottleneck. In order to perform data association and estimation together, an augmented state vector, whose dimensions depend on the number of targets, is typically used in particle filters. With data association, the computational load increases exponentially as the number of targets increases. In this case, parallelization is a possibility for achieving real-time feasibility in large-scale multitarget tracking applications. In the work presented here, an optimization-based scheduling algorithm, that is suitable for parallel implementation of particle filter, is presented. This proposed scheduling algorithm minimizes the total computation time for the bus-connected heterogeneous primary-secondary architecture. Further, this scheduler is capable of selecting the optimal number of processors from a large pool of secondary processors and mapping the particles among the selected ones. A new distributed resampling algorithm suitable for parallel computing is also proposed. Furthermore, a less communication-intensive parallel implementation of the particle filter without compromising tracking accuracy using an efficient load balancing technique, in which optimal particle migration among secondary processors is ensured, is presented. Simulation results demonstrate the tracking effectiveness of the new parallel particle filter and the speedup achieved using parallelization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many real-world tracking problems such as air traffic surveillance, missile defence, and maritime surveillance require the tracking of large numbers of mobile objects (targets), possibly in the hundreds or even thousands. For example, in ballistic missile tracking, the problem becomes complicated during the mid-course phase, where spawning may create several hundreds of new targets from a single missile [33] . In ground target tracking, hundreds of targets may be tracked using the moving target indicator (MTI) measurements from airborne platforms [20] . Air traffic control is another tracking application where real-time capability in large-scale scenarios is needed [35] . In such cases, the computational requirement varies according to the number of targets in the surveillance region. Furthermore, with nonlinear target dynamics, nonlinear measurements, and/or non-Gaussian noise the computationally intensive particle filter [2, 15, 25, 26] is the common choice. This limits the deployment of the particle filter or the sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) method, in large-scale real-world applications [12, 13] . This is due to the high computational time and memory requirements needed to obtain real-time feasible implementations that cannot generally be met by uniprocessor systems. In these cases, parallelization is a possibility for a real-time feasible implementation.
In general particle filter parallelization has been addressed in the literature for homogeneous processor environments [7] [8] [9] . However, parallelization in a heterogeneous processor environment is the primary focus of this paper. In the classic multitarget particle filter, an augmented state vector of target dynamics is used [21, 22] . Here the state dimension depends on the number of targets being tracked. This is in contrast to traditional tracking algorithms like the Kalman filter (KF), where different instances of the filter are run (with the same or different filter parameters) for different targets in a sequential or parallel manner. KF-based techniques consist of the data association phase followed by state estimation as in the multiple hypothesis tracker (MHT) or KF/assignment tracker [3] . In the multitarget particle filter, data association and state estimation are done together. As a result, multitarget particle filter parallelization significantly differs from KF or interacting multiple model (IMM) estimator [4] based parallel multitarget implementations [30, 31] . In these implementations an auction-based assignment is commonly used to handle measurement-to-track association. For nonlinear systems, association techniques such as assignment are not directly applicable in conjunction with particle filter based techniques [19] . Instead, augmented state multitarget tracking replaces measurement-to-track association in this case. The Gibbs' sampler based multitarget data association technique, which uses the augmented target states, was introduced in [19] . In [28] , the couple partition (CP) method, which makes it possible to use the same number of particles even if the number of targets increases, was introduced. In [21, 22] , an independent partition technique was introduced together with augmented state. This also handles the tracking when the targets undergo challenging transitions like crossings and convoy movements.
In the current work, the classical multitarget particle filter [21, 22] with augmented state of target dynamics is considered for parallelization in order to achieve real-time feasibility when many targets are present in the scenario. By using a multiprocessor architecture or by connecting several personal computers (i.e., network of workstations), the high computational requirement for problems like multitarget tracking can be overcome. The problem of a master-slave (or, more appropriately, primary-secondary) topology is considered in this work, which is suitable for both multiprocessor architectures and networks of workstations. Previously, scheduling algorithms for multitarget tracking were developed [29, 31] within the IMM-assignment framework. This paper is concerned with the mapping of a multitarget particle filter onto a set of single instruction, multiple data stream (SIMD) multiprocessors, wherein the processors may be homogeneous or heterogeneous.
Because of the time-varying nature of multitarget scenarios, the development of a dynamic scheduling algorithm for parallelization is considered. Dynamic scheduling algorithms are computationally costlier than a static one. However, the real-time mapping of particles is required in order to utilize the resources efficiently and to handle the problem satisfactorily during critical situations such as processor failures or changes in the performances of processors. Multitarget particle filter is similar to running a single target particle filter except that the state space dimension varies with the number of targets. This in turn will cause computational and communication loads of particles to vary as the number of targets changes. Furthermore, most parallel processor systems are multiuser environments and the performance of each node may vary with users' access to system resources (computation and communication power). Thus, a load balancer capable of monitoring the performance of each node and reacting accordingly in real-time is needed.
The task mapping is usually an NP-hard problem, i.e., the computational requirement of an optimal solution increases exponentially with the number of tasks and the number of processors. In problems like particle filtering, each particle can be considered as a separate task. The number of particles is typically very high and thus optimal real-time scheduling is not possible. For example, standard mapping technique based on dynamic programming [14] cannot be used in real-time-there exists a need for efficient, possibly approximate or suboptimal, task mapping solution. Even though a number of particle filters can be run independently on several processors, there are many issues that need to be addressed for parallelization. In particle filtering methods, the particles interact due to the resampling step [2, 15] and, thus, are statistically dependent. Consequently, with parallelization, the particles have to be combined at the primary node in order to perform resampling. This results in a large amount of data being transmitted between the primary and secondary node processors. That is, resampling creates a significant amount of communication at every time step of filtering and prevents the particle filter from being parallelized efficiently.
Some work has already been done on improving resampling for the parallelization of the particle filter [7-9, 17, 18] . Parallel particle filters for likelihood evaluation for higher order perturbation methods are presented in [34] . Even though they have improved the resampling process, these algorithms are more suitable for hardware implementations. In the message-passing parallel multiprocessor computing interface, it is particularly desirable to reduce the communication overhead. A low-complexity parallel noise generator for particle filter processing is discussed in [32] . A pipelined execution of a parallel particle filter for real-time feature selection and classification, where a data stream is used for filtering, is discussed in [16] . In [5] , another method called the compressed distributed particle filter (CDPF) is introduced. This method facilitates significantly less data exchange between the primary and secondary nodes than direct parallelization. The idea is to avoid sending duplicate particles that are generated during resampling. However, there is no guarantee that particle duplication will occur at every time step. In such situations, CDPF will be almost as complex as direct parallelization. These parallel implementations of particle filter consider a fixed number of processors regardless of the number of targets or processing power of each node. It is not always efficient to use all available processors for computations. The number of processors need to be selected according to the number of targets, and computation, and/or communication power of each node. This paper mainly addresses this gap in parallel particle filter implementations. A scheduling algorithm, that is suitable for parallelization of particle filter, is presented in this paper. In addition, a new distributed resampling particle filter (DRPF) is also proposed.
The new DRPF requires significantly less communication among the processors while maintaining the estimation performance of the filter at the same level. In this proposed method, the multitarget posterior density is represented by the particles from all processor nodes. The DRPF is complemented with an efficient scheduling and load balancing algorithm for heterogeneous parallel computing architectures. The scheduling and load balancing are needed since the DRPF may not always generate the optimal number of particles to be scheduled at all secondary nodes. The proposed optimal scheduling, mapping, and load balancing algorithm for parallel particle filter reduces the total execution time of multitarget particle filters. Also the proposed algorithm is capable of handling heterogenous processors and a varying number of targets. In the DRPF, the data transfer between the primary node and secondary ones is reduced significantly without any apparent degradation in tracking performance. However, the DRPF needs load balancing as the number of particles on each node after resamling may not be optimal. Therefore, a load balancing algorithm is also proposed to make the overall algorithm efficient and real-time feasible.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an overview of multitarget particle filtering. Section III describes the primary-secondary node model used in our formulation together with some approximations that are suitable for multitarget particle filter parallelization. Section IV presents the mathematical formulation for the particle filter mapping problem. The same algorithm can be used for DRPF mapping as well. Section V describes the DRPF method, which minimizes the amount of data being transmitted between the primary and the secondary nodes. The load balancing technique that helps the DRPF operate efficiently is discussed in Section VI. The performance measures used to demonstrate the effectiveness of parallelization are discussed in Section VII. Finally, in Section VIII simulation results are presented, followed by conclusions in Section IX.
II. MULTITARGET PARTICLE FILTER
The augmented state vector of target dynamic is used as particle state in multitarget tracking. In the multitarget particle filter, each particle represents the joint state vector of target dynamics. Let
0 be the state vector of the jth target at time k, then the joint state vector is given by
Here, t is the number of targets in the surveillance region. Further, x t k can also be referred to the tth partition of particle.
The particle filter [2, 13, 15] provides a mechanism for representing the density p(X k j Z k ) of the state vector X k at sampling time k as a set of random samples (particles) fX (i) k : i = 1,2,:::, mg, with associated weights fw (i) k : i = 1,2,:::, mg, where m is the number of particles. It then uses the principle of importance sampling to propagate and update these particles and their associated weights as new measurements become available [12] .
A. Sequential Importance Sampling
Importance sampling is a general Monte Carlo (MC) integration method that is applied to perform nonlinear filtering. The resulting sequential importance sampling (SIS) algorithm is an MC method that forms the basis for most SMC filters developed to date. This SMC approach is also known as bootstrap filtering [15] or particle filtering [2] . It is a technique for implementing a recursive Bayesian filter by MC simulations. The key idea is to represent the required posterior density function (pdf) by a set of random samples with associated weights and to compute estimates based on these samples and weights. As the number of samples becomes very large, the MC characterization becomes an equivalent representation of the functional description of the pdf. As a result, the SIS filter approaches the optimal Bayesian estimator.
B. Degeneracy Problem
Ideally, the importance density function should be the posterior distribution p(X k j Z k ) itself. The variance of the importance weights can increase over time. This has a harmful effect on the accuracy of the estimates, that it leads to a common problem associated with the SIS particle filter: the degeneracy phenomenon. In practical terms this means that after a certain number of recursive steps, all but one particle will have negligible normalized weights. The degeneracy implies that a large portion of the computation is devoted to updating particles whose contribution to the approximation of p(X k j Z k ) is almost zero. One suitable measure of degeneracy of an algorithm is the effective sample size N eff , which can be estimated as followsN
where w i k is the normalized weight. It is straightforward to verify that 1 · N eff · N with the following two extreme cases: Hence, small N eff indicates a severe degeneracy and vice versa. The next subsection presents a strategy to overcome degeneracy of samples in SIS.
C. Resampling
Whenever significant degeneracy is observed (i.e., when N eff falls below some threshold N thr ), resampling is required in the SIS algorithm. Resampling eliminates samples with low importance weights and duplicates samples with high importance weights. It involves a mapping of random measures fX 
so that PfX
k . The resulting sample is an independent and identically distributed (IID) sample from the discrete density and hence the new weights are uniform.
Although the resampling step reduces the effects of degeneracy, it introduces other practical problems. First, it limits the opportunity to parallelize the particle filter since all the particles must be combined at each time step. Second, the particles that have higher weights w i k are statistically selected many times. This leads to a loss of diversity among the particles as the resultant sample will contain many repeated points. This problem is known as sample impoverishment, and it is severe in the case where the process noise in state dynamics is very small. It leads to the situation where all particles will collapse to a single point within a few iterations. However, this problem can be overcome by dithering. Third, since the diversity of the paths of the particles is reduced, any smoothed estimate based on the particles' paths will degenerate.
D. MPF Algorithm
In this paper, the prior p(X k j X k¡1 ) is used as the importance density. The method of sampling importance resampling (SIR) is used to produce a sample of equally weighted particles that approximate
where ±(:) is the Dirac delta function. The SIR method works as follows. kjk¡1 from the prior distribution p(X k j X k¡1 ) can be obtained using the state propagation equation.
2) Weighting: The information given by the observation can be utilized to find the importance weights. Each particle is given an importance weight 
3) Resampling: The weighted samples will be resampled to eliminate the particles with low weights and duplicate the particles with high weights and regenerate those with equal weights. The new m particles are sampled with replacement from fX
kjk¡1 g so that the probability of sampling particle i is proportional to w i k . Then new samples fX
At each stage, the mean of the posterior distribution is used to determine an estimateX k of the target state X k , i.e.,X
A common problem with the SIR filter is the sample impoverishment phenomenon, where the particle set quickly collapses to just a few particles. To overcome this problem, regularization [26] can also be used.
III. PRIMARY-SECONDARY MODEL FOR THE PARTICLE FILTER

A. Background
Most tracking algorithms can be considered as iterative or recursive ones, where the same set of steps are repeated at each update time with different parameters. For example, in particle filtering algorithms, importance sampling, prediction, update, and resampling steps occur repeatedly. In order to parallelize, the scheduling of processes/particles across a number of processors is considered at each scan. The primary-secondary node model is considered here and the typical primary-secondary architecture is shown in Fig. 1 . This type of parallel architecture can be made by either using dedicated parallel computers (e.g., IBM blade center) or a network of personal computers. Here, the primary processor (M) and secondary processors (S i ) are connected via a bus architecture and thus exclusive mode communication is possible. That is, at most one communication will take place between the primary node and a secondary node at any time step [6] . Furthermore, point-to-point communication is characterized by the linear model [14] and the computing power is assumed to be constant. The communication latency¯i is significant especially for networks of workstations. The actual latency and transmission times are dependent upon the specific computer system. Although the processors are inter-connected via the bus architecture, the processors themselves and the inter-processor communication among them may be heterogeneous. The communication speed depends not only on the interconnection architecture, but also on the power of the processors as well. This model is selected specifically to handle the heterogeneity in the network due to the differences in the communication speeds of secondary processors.
The scheduling of primary-secondary computations has been studied in [14] and [23] . However, the problem of mapping tasks onto a fixed number of processors is not realistic in all problems. In addition, the effect of communication loads are also not considered. In particle filtering, using a huge processor pool for computation may not always be efficient. The excessive communication between processors may result in some processors being idle. In order to make the best use of available communication bandwidth and processor power, optimal resource allocation has to be carried out in an efficient manner. In the multitarget particle filter, the data transferred between the primary and the secondary nodes vary according to the number of targets. Therefore, the challenge here is to select the number of processors and to find the number of particles to be mapped onto the selected processors. As the number of targets increases, the computational requirement for each particle increases exponentially. This is due to the data association taking place in each particle. Thus, the optimal number of processors will be different for a different number of targets. Because of the communication overhead, using an unnecessarily high number of processors will only degrade performance.
B. Optimality Condition
In the optimal scheduling, it is assumed that the total work can be divided into finely decomposable tasks (divisible load). The communication mode is exclusive and thus the primary processor can communicate with only one secondary node at a time. With optimal scheduling (Fig. 2) , after each node performs its computation, there may not be any processor idling. However, this assumption is valid only if the load is finely divisible. In this case, the optimal scheduling is obtained when C i + S i = R i+1 + C i+1 for (i = 1, 2) as shown in Fig. 2 . The basic principle in this optimal scheduling is that the overlapping of computation and communication and a load balance among the processors. In Fig. 2 , at any time, only one communication is allowed and therefore, all forward communications (R 1 , R 2 , R 3 ) should be completed before the first processor sends the data in the backward direction. However, when the number of processor is large enough, this strategy may generate nonoptimal mapping of tasks among the processors. Under this strategy, the timing diagram of task mapping among the processors becomes as in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that the communication overlapping presents in Fig. 3 and it violates the exclusive mode communication assumption. Fig. 4 shows the corrected timing diagram and the corresponding task mapping, where the communication contention is avoided. However, the processor idling occurs when additional processors are added for computation. The optimization formulation illustrated in Section V is able to select the optimal number of processors by reducing the idling time as the total computation time.
C. Approximation
Particle scheduling in a parallel particle filter is a special case of parallel task mapping. With a large number of small tasks of equal computational complexity, given that the number of targets is known, it is reasonable to assume that the tasks can be decomposed finely. If the tasks are not identical, the above assumption is no longer valid. In typical multitarget tracking problems, thousands of particles are used, and the assumption of fine decomposability and the subsequent approximations are valid. If the load is not finely divisible as in the particle filtering case, the computational load cannot be adjusted so as to avoid processor idling. Also the primary node processor is not used for particle filter computations, but only to combine the results from secondary nodes and for scheduling and load balancing purposes. Furthermore, each secondary node is dedicated for particle filter computations. The following section shows how this assumption makes the problem real-time feasible.
IV. SCHEDULING PROBLEM FORMULATION
Problems like particle filtering have very low computation-to-communication ratio (CCR). The CCR is defined as the ratio between the time taken for computation and the time taken for communication. The CCR can also be used to predict the performance accurately in some commonly encountered cases. Communication is the costliest part of parallel computing and, therefore, high computation to communication ratios are beneficial. With a large pool of processors in the system, the timing diagram becomes as shown in Fig. 3 with the assumption that primary processor is able to send and receive data simultaneously. However, our assumption is that the processors are connected via bus architecture, where only one communication is allowed. Therefore, the primary processor cannot start receiving data from a secondary processor even after the previous secondary processor finishes computation because of high communication load. Under these circumstances, using all available processors for computation is not efficient. Then one has to adopt an optimization formulation to find the optimal number of processors and the optimal number of particles to be mapped among the selected processors. The timing diagram for optimal mapping of particles/tasks for one cycle is shown in Fig. 4 . If the time taken for one cycle of particle filter is minimized, then the total computation time will also be minimized. Now the goal is to minimize the total computation time taken for the total execution as well as to select the processors for efficient computation depending on each processor's computational power. Fig. 4 shows the computational time taken for each cycle of particle filter. That is, the time taken for one step filtering process when a set of measurements are received. Under optimal mapping conditions, the time taken for one cycle of particle filtering is equal to the sum of the total send time and the total receive time. This time has to be minimized. Therefore, the optimization problem can be written as min n i ,i=1:::p
d i¸0 (10)
Here,
C i = n i Tp i :
The symbols used in the problem formulation are defined in Table I . In this optimization formulation (8), the total time taken for computation is minimized. The constraint (9) distributes the particles among the available processors. Each secondary processor can send the results back to the primary node only after the computation is completed and that is done by constraint (10) . Similarly, the constraint (11) allows any secondary processor to start sending the results back to the primary node after all secondary processors receive the data from the primary node. Since the bus-connected network is used to communicate data among the processors, the constraint (12) allows exclusive mode communication.
The above formulation will select the required number of secondary processors as well as the number of particles to be mapped on to each selected processor. However, the latencies of the unused secondary processors are also included in the above formulation. A binary variable ½ i is introduced, which indicates if processor i is selected, to eliminate the latency of unused processors in the formulation. Note that
Therefore, the optimization problem will be as follows:
subject to Fraction of total particles scheduled to processor i n i
Number
Number of particles to be released from node i ¢U j
Number of particles to be added to node j c ij Time required to migrate one particle from node i to node j n ij
Number of particles to be migrated from node i to node j
In (17), a penalty term T penalty is introduced to account for the communication overhead and to determine the resulting optimum number of processors. As the number of processors increases, a significant improvement in overall computation time should be observed. This T penalty will determine how beneficial it is to add one more processor for computation while taking into account the communication overhead. In order to add a processor, the reduction in the overall computation time should be greater than T penalty . Simulation results in Section VIII clearly demonstrate the problem of diminishing returns in terms of the overall computational time as the number of processors increases. Also the constraint (23) satisfies the conditions in (16) and thus the latencies from unused processors will not be taken into consideration. The optimization problem shown in (17)- (23) has linear constraints with binary variables ½ i and therefore it can be solved using a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) technique. There exists an algorithm for solving such MILP formulation called the branch-and-bound algorithm. The CPLEX library is capable of solving MILP programming, where the branch-and-bound algorithm is efficiently incorporated into linear programming framework.
V. DISTRIBUTED RESAMPLING PARTICLE FILTER
The obvious impediment in the direct parallelization of the particle filter is that a huge amount of data has to be sent back and forth at every time step among the processors. This is done in order to perform resampling, which avoids the degeneracy of particles [2] . The resampling step statistically duplicates and/or discards particles at each time step to adaptively concentrate particles in regions of high posterior probability. In tracking problems, the data have to be combined at every time step and this section introduces a less communication-intensive method, which does not require all the particles to be sent between the primary and secondary nodes. Furthermore, in this method, the resampling can be performed at each secondary node instead of doing it at the primary one. The target pdf is distributed among the secondary nodes and the data from all secondary nodes are combined at the primary one to find the estimates of targets. The idea is to have the pdf of target motion independent at each secondary node and combine the local estimates to get the global estimate, as discussed in [5] . This is similar to running several particle filters independently with fewer particles and finding the overall estimate by combining the local estimates. There is no feedback from the global estimator to each local node. In this case, there will be a tendency for filter divergence as the number of particles in each local node is not enough to prevent particle depletion. In [5] , another method called the CDPF, which enables significantly less data exchange between the primary and secondary nodes than direct parallelization, is discussed. The idea is to avoid sending duplicate particles that are generated when resampling. However, there is no guarantee that particle duplication will occur at every time step. In such situations, CDPF will almost be as complex as direct parallelization.
In [5] another algorithm, local distributed particle filter (LDPF) was also presented. In LDPF samples are drawn and importance weights are calculated and normalized at secondary nodes. Further, resampling is also performed locally, thus the need for sending particles to the primary node is avoided. Each node sends only the local estimate to the primary node, where the global estimate is calculated. However, there is no exchange of information between the particles at various nodes before resampling (i.e., resampling is done independently at each node), which degrades the tracking performance. Simulation results for a selected problem in [5] show that the LDPF performs better than the CDPF. All these methods are some form of approximation of typical particle filter implementation. Each secondary node has its own individual particle filters and the primary node collects estimation results from each secondary node to calculate resultant estimates.
In this section, a DRPF is introduced in order to reduce the amount of data exchange among the processors. This implementation does not approximate typical particle filter implementation as in [5] , [7] The multitarget pdf is represented by the particles from all secondary nodes. In this method, a modified version of resampling (compared with the standard one) is performed at secondary nodes. In order to represent the target posterior by the particles from all secondary nodes, the particles need to be moved among the processors. This will require particle load balancing among the processors. Total particles that represent multitarget pdf are distributed among the selected processors. Therefore, particles that characterize the joint posterior pdf p(X k¡1 j Z k¡1 ) of targets at time (k ¡ 1)is given by ffX
Here, the total number of particles N which are distributed among the secondary nodes is given by
where N s is the optimal number of particles allocated to node s. S is the number of secondary nodes selected for computation. Samples are drawn and importance weights are calculated locally at each nodes. Therefore, the set of importance sampling and their unnormalized weights of node s can be given by fX
However, the importance weight normalization and resampling are not performed immediately at the local node. Since the multitarget pdf is characterized by the particles from all secondary nodes, the total importance weight from all nodes is necessary to perform resampling. Therefore, the local sum of importance weight from all secondary nodes are sent to the primary node to calculate the total importance weight. Once samples are drawn and importance weights are calculated at the local node s, it computes local state estimatesX 
Here w s k 6 = 1 (particles at each node are not normalized yet).
The primary node receivesX s k , P s k , and w s k from all S secondary nodes and computes state estimateX k , covariance P k , and the total importance weight w k of the targets and given bŷ
The primary node also calculates the effective sample size N eff to determine the need for resampling. The N eff can be calculated using the total importance weights w s k from all S secondary nodes and defined as
When the effective sample size N eff < N T , then the primary node requests secondary nodes to perform resampling. A reasonable choice of N T needs to be selected and in this work N T is selected as 0:9 N, where N is the total number of particles distributed among secondary node. Also the number of particleŝ N s k to be obtained using resampling at node s can be obtained byN
such that P S s=1N s k = N. Now, the primary node sends the total importance weight w k and the number of particlesN s k to be obtain after resampling to each node s. The secondary node s normalize each particle using the total importance weight w k and the normalized particle set is given by fX . TheN s k may not be equal to the optimal number of particles N s that should reside in node s for better computation performance. In the distributed resampling particle filter, the number of particles for a specific node varies after resampling. Thus, it creates a load imbalance of the previously balanced system. Therefore, an efficient load balancing technique is required to balance system load and to enable the efficient use of multiple processors. The number of particles on each node after resampling can be calculated once the local weights from each node arrive at the primary processor. While the resampling occurs at secondary nodes, the load balancer can be invoked to estimate the number of particles to be migrated. Fig. 5 shows the load balancer concept. This will facilitate load balancing across the network. The efficient load balancing algorithm is explained in Section VI. The pseudocode for DRPF is given in Section VA. 
A. Algorithm
VI. LOAD BALANCING
In Section III, algorithms for selecting the number of processors and the number of particles for the corresponding secondary nodes were developed. However, in the proposed distributed resampling method, the number of particles will not be optimal at each node at every time step after resampling is done. Therefore, one needs to consider load balancing by migrating the particles among the set of selected secondary nodes. Since the resampling is a random process, it is impossible to estimate a priori the number of particles residing at each node after resampling. Therefore, the load balancing in the parallel particle filter has to be done dynamically in real-time. A general four-phase dynamic load balancing (DLB) model is presented in [23] and another approach is explained in [10] . In this section a new DLB algorithm for parallel particle filtering is proposed, which enables the stable load-balanced system obtained by the primary-secondary task mapping of Section IV.
A. Load Balancing Profitability Determination
In this phase, the potential speedup that could be obtained through load balancing is estimated. The load imbalance factor ©(k) is used in the profitability determination process. The load balancing factor is weighted against load balancing overhead to determine whether the load balancing should be performed or not. Therefore, load balancing is performed if ©(k) > T overhead . The load imbalance factor is defined as
The primary-secondary model is used to determine the load imbalance factor and the overhead. Then decision is made whether to invoke the load balancer or not. The load balancing decision has to be made within a very short time since the load balancer is invoked in real-time. Note that T bal is already known and T unbalance can be calculated using the primary-secondary model. The load balancing has to be done so as to minimize T overhead , which requires an efficient task migration strategy. In the primary-secondary mapping model, the optimality condition for the balanced system to schedule the particles is considered. The total time T p required for balanced or unbalanced systems can be written as [14] T
where d 1 = 1 and, for i > 1,
However, the profitability determination mentioned above requires extensive computation. The unbalanced time and the particle migration pattern have to be calculated at every scan to determine whether the load balancing needs to be done. The whole exercise of distributed resampling method may be rendered meaningless if the total computation time is not reduced. Therefore, the following method is used to decide the load balancing requirement.
Let ¢ ik be the number of overloaded particles or underloaded particles at processor p i at time k. Furthermore, if ¢ ik > 0, then overloaded particles ¢H ik = ¢ ik while if ¢ ik < 0, then the underloaded particles ¢U ik = j¢ ik j. Thus, the load imbalance factor can be written as
The load balancer is invoked when Á(k) > Á Threshold .
In this method, instead of considering the load at the current time step, the past few steps of load (i.e., particles) on each node may be considered. More weights can be given to the load at the latest time.
B. Particle Migration
Particle migration in the load balancing phase can be formulated as the search for appropriate pairing between processors that are heavily loaded and those that are underloaded. The first task is to classify the processor pool as overloaded or underloaded. This can be determined very easily using the number of optimally scheduled particles on each node and the estimated number of particles that will be generated after resampling on each node. The second task is to handle particle migration or mapping between overloaded and underloaded processors. Particle migration determines the processors that are involved in load transfer and the number of particles that are moved during each transfer. The communication overhead associated with particle migration depends on the communication mechanisms supported by the parallel machine. The goal is to minimize this overhead. Thus, the optimization problem for particle migration is formulated follows:
subject to
1 if particle migration occurs between nodes i and j 0 otherwise
In the above formulation, the total time taken for particle migration should be minimized such that the particles from overloaded nodes are released and added to the underloaded nodes. This ensures that the optimal number of particles reside in each node and thus the total execution time is minimized in the parallel particle filter.
VII. PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The performance measures that show the effectiveness of a parallel algorithm are the speedup factor and parallel efficiency. These measures depend on how a given set of tasks are mapped onto the multiprocessor architecture. The speedup of a parallel algorithm is given by = Execution time using one processor Execution time on a multiprocessor system :
(42) The algorithm efficiency´is given aś = Actual speedup Number of processors used (43) =q :
For a bus-connected homogeneous processor system, the scheduling algorithm selects q number of processors out of p existing processors according to the number of targets in the scenario. The scheduler schedules n i number of particles on each selected processor, and thus, the total number of particles N can be written as P q i=1 n i = N. Also, Tc i is the average computational time taken to perform computation on one particle at node P i . Thus, from the above definition of speedup, the maximum achievable speedup¯of our algorithm can be given aş = N min i Tp ī
It is also assumed that the idling time of each processor is negligible and that the optimality condition is satisfied. Further, in the proposed DRPF method, the whole set of particles are not transmitted and the maximum achievable speedup will bȩ = N min i Tp ī
Here, m is the average number of measurements received at each scan and e is the number of targets within the surveillance region. Note that the additional overhead in performing the load balancing is not considered in the equation for the speedup¯of the DRPF. Therefore, the maximum speedup will not be achieved, i.e., unity efficiency is not possible. However, simulation results will show that the speedup achieved using the DRPF is much higher than that of the exact implementation of the particle filter.
VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section presents a two-dimensional tracking example to illustrate the new mapping technique and to compare the distributed resampling with the direct implementation of the parallel particle filter. The single target Markov transition model that characterizes the jth target's dynamics at time k is given by 
where l = 1x10 ¡4 m 2 s ¡3 . The observations are taken from a single sensor located at the origin of the reference coordinate system. The measurements are available at discrete time sampling interval T=5 s. The target-generated measurements corresponding to target j are given by To illustrate parallelization efficiency, a varying number of targets in the scenario are considered. Simulation results show how the number of processors is selected depending on the number of targets in the surveillance region. Furthermore, the selection of processors is different for the distributed resampling method. This is due to the communication reduction in the proposed algorithm.
The parallel platform that is used to analyze the performance of our algorithm consists of a cluster of 128 nodes with dual 2.4 GHz Pentium Xeon processors and 1 GB of memory on each node. The cluster is connected via a high speed bus of 1 GB/s. All machines run the Debian Linux operating system. The communication characteristics of the processors are determined by a ping-pong experiment between them [14] . Fig. 6 shows the communication characteristics of the parallel architecture on which simulations are performed. The latency¯and the communication speed ¿ are calculated from the communication characteristics graph. The time required for one particle on each node is calculated by taking the average time on each node. The optimization problems in Section IV and Section VI are solved using ILOG CPLEX library, which is capable of solving mixed integer optimization problems. All the programs for the simulation were written in C language.
The simulation results given below show that the optimal number of processors varies depending on the number of targets. When the scheduling algorithm is used to obtain the number of processors, it selects a particular set of processors from the processor pool. In order to justify the optimal number of processors obtained using the proposed algorithm, the number of processors is increased one by one for computation. For example, set the number of processors to be used as 1 rather than letting the algorithm to select and increase one by one. This allows to find the time taken for computation when a different number of processors is used. To find the number of particles on each processor, change n i · ½ i N to n i > 0 in (23) . Now the filter is run according to the above mapping and finds the required time for computation. This is done to demonstrate the benefit of the proposed solution.
As the dimension of the state vector of the particle filter increases, the data transmission between processors increases linearly. However, the computational requirement for each particle increases exponentially due to the data association in each particle. Therefore, the optimal number of processors does not vary linearly with the number of targets, which can clearly be observed from the simulation results in Figs. 7, 8 , and 9. In the distributed resampling implementation, the computational time is always lower than that with direct parallel implementation, where resampling is performed at the primary node. For single target case, time taken for direct parallelization with 3 processors is 3.8 s whereas the DRPF takes 1.5 s with the same number of processors. This time reduction is achieved by reducing the huge amount of data/particles transmission between the primary and secondary nodes at each time step. The optimal number of processors for DRPF changes with the numbers of targets in the scenario as shown by the curve in Fig. 11 . Fig. 10 shows the efficiency of the parallel algorithm. From the figures it can be noted that the distributed resampling method is highly efficient-it reduces data transfer significantly and selects the number of processors more efficiently than the direct parallel implementation of the particle filter. It should be noted that on average 13% of particles were migrated among the selected processors for the single target case. The parallelization efficiency is increased by 0.38 for the single target case. The parallelization efficiency varies as the number of targets increase. However, parallelization efficiency of DRPF is always higher than the direct parallelization method. Fig. 12 compares the root mean squared errors (RMSE) of the two methods over 50 MC runs. Both methods show almost the same error. That is, the distributed resampling implementation of the particle filter does not result in any performance degradation.
Because of the approximation resulting from the independent resampling at local nodes, the LDPF's performance is worse than that of the serial particle filter (although the former outperforms the CDPF according to [5] ). Theoretically, the proposed DRPF's performance will be the same as that of the serial particle filter, which is verified through simulations. Thus, direct comparisons against CDPF and LDPF are not performed.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
This paper considered the parallelization of a particle filter for multitarget tracking problems with possibly nonlinear non-Gaussian dynamics and/or measurement equations. The high computational load of standard multitarget particle filters, which typically consist of stacked state vectors, is made tractable for real-time applications through parallelization in a primary-secondary architecture using optimization techniques. In this work, a DRPF, which requires significantly less communication among the processors, was proposed together with a load scheduling and balancing algorithm. The proposed algorithm maintains the estimation performance of the filter at the same level as the standard serial particle filter. The proposed optimal scheduling, mapping, and load balancing algorithm for parallel particle filter reduces the total execution time of multitarget particle filters. Also, the proposed algorithm is capable of handling heterogenous processors and a varying number of targets. Furthermore, the proposed DRPF is shown to be more efficient in terms of processor and communication resource utilization. That is, less communication between the processors and the optimum number of processors depending on the number of targets resulted from DRPF. In the DRPF, the data transfer between the primary node and secondary ones is reduced significantly without any apparent degradation in tracking performance. However, the DRPF needs load balancing as the number of particles on each node after resamling may not be optimal. A load balancing algorithm was proposed to make the overall algorithm efficient and real-time feasible. He was employed at ComDev in Cambridge, Canada from 1989 through 1992 in their Space Science and Satellite Communications Departments and held a post-doctoral position in the Physics Department of SUNY at Stony Brook from 1996 through 1998 before commencing his current position as defence scientist in the radar systems section of Defence Research and Development Canada, Ottawa, Canada. His current research interests include the application of STAP processing and nonlinear filtering to the detection of small maritime and land targets as well as the development and implementation of passive radar systems.
